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THE NEW YORK TIMES OP-ED SATURDAY, JULY 7, 2012

GAIL COLLINS

WOLFEBORO, N.H. — Mitt Romney
today denounced Barack Obama for allowing Europe to beat the United States
at particle physics research. Under his
administration, Romney vowed, “All
particles that bind the earth together
will be discovered in America, by Americans and for Americans.”
Under questioning from reporters,
Romney said that his favorite kind of
subatomic particle is the fermion.
SOMEWHERE ON A BUS — Speaking to a crowd of blue-collar workers in
Ohio, President Barack Obama hailed
the scientific news from Geneva as “a
great moment in history, not unlike my
rescue of the auto industry.” The physicists who made the discovery, Obama
noted, all had health insurance.
TRENTON — Gov. Chris Christie today called for the privatization of the
Higgs boson. “Binding the earth together is something that could be handled
much more efficiently by the for-profit
sector,” the Republican governor and
deeply available vice-presidential prospect said. “Auctioning off the rights to
the Higgs boson will create American
jobs and balance American budgets.”
When a reporter noted that the boson
was discovered in Switzerland, Christie
called him “stupid” and “off-topic.”
CEDAR FALLS, IOWA — Rick Santorum today denounced the European Organization for Nuclear Research for discovering something that is nicknamed
the God particle. “If God had wanted
there to be a particle, he’d have given it
to Adam and Eve,” said Santorum, who
is traveling through the Hawkeye State
this week because, really, he doesn’t
have much else to do.
WOLFEBORO, N.H. — Aides to Mitt
Romney said the former governor’s favorite kind of subatomic particle is actually the boson.
SOMEWHERE ELSE ON A BUS —
President Barack Obama told a crowd
of blue-collar workers that there have
been more Higgs bosons discovered
during his administration than during
those of both George Bushes combined.
WOLFEBORO, N.H. — Mitt Romney
said today that when he called for an
American effort to beat the Europeans
in particle physics research, he did not
actually mean spending money to build
a supercollider, but merely “the need
for our physicists to think harder.” The
Republican presidential contender said
he believed this could be accomplished
by “the elimination of onerous, physicsresearch-killing regulations.”
JUST OUTSIDE OF WOLFEBORO,
N.H. — Protesters today passed out cartoons of Mitt Romney with a large, cuddly looking Higgs boson strapped to a
crate on the front of his jet ski.
WASHINGTON — Surrogates for
Barack Obama and Mitt Romney
sparred over the meaning of the potential discovery of the Higgs boson. On
“Meet the Press,” Gov. Bobby Jindal of
Louisiana called it “a questionable
throw of the dice by the same folks who
gave us the euro.”
On “Face the Nation,” David Axelrod,
the Obama campaign communications
director, said that if the Large Hadron
Collider had been acquired by Bain Capital it would have been “burdened with
debt and sold for scrap metal” and that
Romney would be “the most anti-physics president since Franklin Pierce.”
NEW YORK — Donald Trump told reporters that “my people in Hong Kong”
have uncovered evidence that America’s failure to take the lead in subatomic
particle research was because of a conspiracy between the Obama administration and unnamed Chinese industrialists. He also said that he had invited the
Higgs boson to be a contender on “AllStar Celebrity Apprentice.”
Ø
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Our
Political
Black Hole
Scientists in Geneva announced this
week that they had found a new subatomic particle that they were 99.999999
percent sure was the elusive Higgs
boson, nicknamed the “God particle.”
Even though we had no earthly idea what
that meant, we were definitely excited.
It’s given us so much to think about:
how existence began, the structure of the
universe, the difference between bosons
and fermions. And, of course, what it will
mean to the presidential race.
The first thing all patriotic Americans
are going to want to know is why something this important happened elsewhere. The Large Hadron Collider,
where the physicists did the work, was
built by the European Organization for
Nuclear Research. We were building a
Superconducting Super Collider of our
own, in Waxahachie, Tex., but Congress
stopped the financing for it in 1993.
“It’s disheartening that a large number of fairly intelligent people could do
such a thing,” said Leon Lederman, a Nobel Prize-winning physicist, when the
budget-cutting House of Representatives
ended the program. This was, of course, a
long time ago, back when Americans still
undertook expensive, daring construction projects and believed the House of
Representatives had a large number of
fairly intelligent people.
But about the Higgs boson. As Dennis
Overbye explained in The Times, it is
“the only manifestation of an invisible
force field, a cosmic molasses that permeates space and imbues elementary
particles with mass.” And we have so
many questions. Does it provide evidence of the existence of parallel worlds?
If so, is it possible to move to one that
doesn’t have Michele Bachmann?
Most of all, however, we want to know
who this helps in the election:
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Responsibility Begins
At Conception
By Shari Motro
RICHMOND, Va.
OR most of human history, a
woman who became pregnant
after sleeping with more than
one partner had no way of definitively knowing the identity
of the man with whom she had conceived. Likewise, a man whose lover became pregnant had no way of knowing
for sure whether his or another man’s

F

Men pay child support.
They should help pay the
costs of pregnancy, too.
DNA was gestating inside her.
Since the 1970s it has been possible to
genetically link a father and his baby
with increasing levels of accuracy.
Then, a test using amniotic fluid let us
test a baby’s DNA before birth, but the
procedure increased the risk of miscarriage. Now a prenatal blood test has
made the process far easier. Since a
small amount of fetal DNA is present in
a pregnant woman’s blood, the pregnancy can be genetically linked to her
Shari Motro is a law professor at the
University of Richmond.

partner through a simple blood
draw from the woman’s arm.
One of the potential ramifications is that men might be
called upon to help support
their pregnant lovers before
birth, even if the pregnancy
is ultimately terminated or
ends in miscarriage. They
might be asked to chip in for
medical bills, birthing classes
and maternity clothes, to help
to cover the loss of income
that often comes with pregnancy, or to contribute to
the cost of an abortion.
Of course, plenty of
men already treat
the costs of pregnancy as a
shared responsibility.
But
some do
not,
leaving the
woman
to shoulder the
burdens
alone.
Some version of this obligation already exists.
The problem is that under
current law, most states frame men’s
pregnancy-related obligations as an element of child support or as part of a parentage order, which generally kicks in
only after the birth of a child and is limited to medical expenses. Until and un-

less the pregnancy produces a child,
any costs associated with it are regarded as the woman’s responsibility.
The debate around the new technology
has, unfortunately, so far adopted this
frame, labeling the test a paternity test
and the potential obligation as child
support.
Rather than focusing on the relationship between the man and a hypothetical child, the new technology invites us to change the way we think
about the relationship between unmarried lovers who conceive. Both partners
had a role in the conception; it’s only
fair that they should both take responsibility for its economic consequences.
Former spouses are often required to
pay alimony; former cohabiting partners may have to pay palimony; why
not ask men who conceive with a woman to whom they are not married to pay
“preglimony”? Alternatively, we might
simply
encourage
preglimony
through the tax code, by allowing
pregnancy-support payments to be
deductible (which is how alimony is
treated).
The most frequent objection I
hear to this idea is that it will
give men a say over abortion.
A woman’s right to choose is
sometimes eclipsed by an
abusive partner who pressures her into terminating
or continuing a pregnancy
against her will, and preglimony could exacerbate this
dynamic. But the existence
of bullies shouldn’t dictate the
rules that govern all of society.
In the name of protecting the
most vulnerable, it sets the bar too
low for the mainstream, casting lovers as strangers and pregnancy as
only a woman’s problem.
It’s also possible that preglimony could deter a different form of
abuse by making men who pressure their partners into unprotected sex, on the assumption that the
woman will terminate an unwanted
pregnancy, financially liable for the potential result.
At the end of the day,
preglimony
stands to benefit
men too, especially those
who want to
help but are
turned
away. How
many
well-intentioned
men have
been dismissed
with
“I
don’t want
your money”
or
“You’ve
done
enough
damage;
now
stay away from
my daughter”? Preglimony names and in
that way honors the
man’s role in caring for his
pregnant lover. A man and a
woman who conceive are intimately
connected. They are not spouses, and
they may not even continue to be lovers,
but they are not strangers either.
We’ve known this for a long time.
Preglimony provides an opportunity for
the law to catch up.
Ø

Why Russia Is Backing Syria
By Ruslan Pukhov
MOSCOW
ANY in the West believe
that Russia’s support for
Syria stems from Moscow’s desire to profit from
selling arms to Bashar alAssad’s government and maintain its naval facility at the Syrian port of Tartus.
But these speculations are superficial
and misguided. The real reason that
Russia is resisting strong international
action against the Assad regime is that it
fears the spread of Islamic radicalism
and the erosion of its superpower status
in a world where Western nations are increasingly undertaking unilateral military interventions.
Since 2005, Russian defense contracts
with Syria have amounted to only about
$5.5 billion — mostly to modernize Syria’s air force and air defenses. And although Syria had been making its scheduled payments in a fairly timely manner,
many contracts were delayed by Russia
for political reasons. A contract for four
MiG-31E fighter planes was annulled altogether. And recently it became known
that Russia had actually halted the
planned delivery of S-300 mobile antiaircraft missile systems to Syria.
Syria is among Russia’s significant
customers, but it is by no means one of
the key buyers of Russian arms — accounting for just 5 percent of Russia’s
global arms sales in 2011. Indeed, Russia
has long refrained from supplying Damascus with the most powerful weapons
systems so as to avoid angering Israel
and the West — sometimes to the detriment of Russia’s commercial and political ties with Syria.
To put it plainly, arms sales to Syria today do not have any significance for Russia from either a commercial or a military-technological standpoint, and Syria
isn’t an especially important partner in
military-technological cooperation.
Indeed, Russia could quite easily resell weapons ordered by the Syrians (es-
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Ruslan Pukhov is director of the Center
for Analysis of Strategies and Technologies, a research organization. This essay
was translated by Steven Seymour from
the Russian.

pecially the most expensive items, like
fighter jets and missile systems) to third
parties, thus minimizing its losses. And
even if the Assad government survives,
it will be much weaker and is unlikely to
be able to continue buying Russian
arms.
The Russian Navy’s logistical support
facility at Tartus is similarly unimportant. It essentially amounts to two floating moorings, a couple of warehouses, a
barracks and a few buildings. On shore,
there are no more than 50 seamen. For
the Navy, the facility in Tartus has more
symbolic than practical significance. It
can’t serve as a support base for deploying naval forces in the Mediterranean Sea, and even visits by Russian
military ships are carried out more for
demonstrative purposes than out of any
real need to replenish supplies.
Russia’s current Syria policy basically
boils down to supporting the Assad government and preventing a foreign intervention aimed at overthrowing it, as
happened in Libya. President Vladimir
V. Putin is simply channeling public

It fears Islamism and
Western meddling more
than losing arms buyers.
opinion and the expert consensus while
playing his customary role as the protector of Russian interests who curtails the
willfulness of the West.
Many Russians believe that the collapse of the Assad government would be
tantamount to the loss of Russia’s last
client and ally in the Middle East and the
final elimination of traces of former Soviet prowess there — illusory as those
traces may be. They believe that Western intervention in Syria (which Russia
cannot counter militarily) would be an
intentional profanation of one of the few
remaining symbols of Russia’s status as
a great world power.
Such attitudes are further buttressed
by widespread pessimism about the
eventual outcome of the Arab Spring,
and the Syrian revolution in particular.

Most Russian observers believe that
Arab revolutions have completely destabilized the region and cleared the
road to power for the Islamists. In Moscow, secular authoritarian governments
are seen as the sole realistic alternative
to Islamic dominance.
The continuing struggles in Arab
countries are seen as a battle by those
who wear neckties against those who do
not wear them. Russians have long suffered from terrorism and extremism at
the hands of Islamists in the northern
Caucasus, and they are therefore firmly
on the side of those who wear neckties.
To people in Moscow, Mr. Assad appears not so much as “a bad dictator”
but as a secular leader struggling with
an uprising of Islamist barbarians. The
active support from Saudi Arabia, Qatar
and Turkey’s Islamist government for
rebels in Syria only heightens suspicions
in Russia about the Islamist nature of the
current opposition in Syria and rebels
throughout the Middle East.
Finally, Russians are angry about the
West’s propensity for unilateral interventionism — not to mention the blatantly broad interpretation of the resolutions
adopted by the United Nations Security
Council and the direct violations of those
resolutions in Libya.
According to this view, the West, led
by America, demonstrated its cynicism,
perfidy and a typical policy of double
standards. That’s why all the Western
moralizing and calls for intervention in
Syria are perceived by the Russian public as yet another manifestation of cynical hypocrisy of the worst kind.
There is no doubt that preserving his
own power is also on Mr. Putin’s mind as
his authoritarian government begins to
wobble in the face of growing protests
that enjoy political approval and support
from the West. He cannot but sympathize with Mr. Assad as a fellow autocratic ruler struggling with outside interference in domestic affairs.
But ideological solidarity is a secondary factor at best. Mr. Putin is capitalizing on traditional Russian suspicions of
the West, and his support for Mr. Assad
is based on the firm conviction that an
Islamist-led revolution in Syria, especially one that receives support through
the intervention of Western and Arab
states, will seriously harm Russia’s longterm interests.
Ø

Libor’s
Dirty
Laundry
Here in the early stages of the Libor
scandal — and, yes, this thing is far from
over — there are two big surprises.
The first is that the bankers, traders,
executives and others involved would so
openly and, in some cases, gleefully collude to manipulate this key interest rate
for their own benefit. With all the seedy
bank behavior that has been exposed
since the financial crisis, it’s stunning
that there’s still dirty laundry left to be
aired. We’ve had predatory subprime
lending, fraudulent ratings, excessive
risk-taking and even clients being taken
advantage of in order to unload toxic
mortgages.
Yet even with these precedents, the
Libor scandal still manages to shock.
Libor — that’s the London interbank offered rate — represents a series of interest rates at which banks make unsecured loans to each other. More important, it is a benchmark that many financial instruments are pegged to. The Commodity Futures Trading Commission,
which doggedly pursued the wrongdoing

The Brits are in an uproar
over the rate-fixing
scandal. Why aren’t we?
and brought the scandal to light, estimates that some $350 trillion worth of derivatives and $10 trillion worth of loans
are based on Libor.
With so much depending on this one
critical interest rate, there shouldn’t ever
be a question about its reliability. Yet beginning in 2005, according to the C.F.T.C.
and the Justice Department, derivative
traders at Barclays, the too-big-to-fail
British bank, with the active involvement
of traders at other yet-unnamed banks,
persuaded their fellow bank employees
to submit Libor numbers that were shaded in ways that would help ensure their
trades were profitable. Even Robert Diamond Jr., the former Barclays chief executive who lost his job over the scandal,
said that reading the traders’ e-mails
made him “physically ill.”
In 2007, as the financial crisis was gathering steam, banks also began submitting false Libor rates for a different reason. Libor, you may recall, was a measure that gave the outside world a sense of
how much trouble the banks were in; the
higher the rate required to borrow, the
worse shape they were assumed to be in.
So Barclays — with what appears to be
the complicity of British bank regulators
— started submitting rates that were
lower than the reality. Its executives said
the purpose was to keep Barclays from
“sticking its head above the parapet.”
Even now, Barclays justifies the latter
rationale as being a kind of emergency
measure brought on by the financial crisis. But the bank is wrong about this.
Submitting false data, for whatever reason, is a violation of the law — not to
mention a fundamental abuse of trust.
Once again, it leads one to believe that
bankers feel neither the constraints of
the law nor of morality.
Which brings me to the second big surprise. Britain and America have reacted
to the Libor scandal in completely different ways. Britain is in an utter frenzy
over it, with wall-to-wall coverage, and
the most respectable, pro-business publications expressing outrage. Yes, Barclays is a British bank, and the first word
in Libor is “London.” But still: The Economist ran a headline about the scandal
that read, in its entirety, “Banksters.”
Yet, on these shores, the reaction has
been mainly a shrug. Perhaps we’re suffering from bank-scandal fatigue, having
lived through Bank of America’s various
travails, and the Goldman Sachs revelations, and, most recently, the big JPMorgan Chase trading loss. Or maybe Libor
is just hard to gets one’s head around.
But the Brits have this one right. They
may not understand the intricacies of
Libor any better than we do, but they
sense, powerfully, that banks have once
again made a mockery of the role that society entrusts to them.
“Why has the scandal created outrage
in Britain? Because it truly is outrageous,” said Karen Petrou, the managing partner of Federal Financial Analytics. “They weren’t supposed to be fixing
that rate — no matter what the reason.”
She continued: “If I give you my
money, I need to be able to trust you with
it. If you can only be trusted via regulation, then you might as well be a utility. And if banks can’t be trusted to manage their trading desks, then we need to
rethink our whole model of banking.”
Petrou is not an advocate of returning to
the days of Glass-Steagall, the Depression-era law that separated investment
banking and commercial banking. But
with the Libor scandal, she said, she
could certainly understand the growing
calls for it.
Barclays, of course, is hardly the only
big bank that manipulated Libor for fun
and profit. It is simply the first to admit
its wrongdoing and settle with the government. The word is that just about every big bank is under investigation for
playing games with Libor, including
JPMorgan Chase, Citigroup and other
American-based financial giants.
Which means there is going to be a lot
more opportunities for Americans to become outraged over this scandal. And,
maybe, to finally summon the will to
change banking once and for all.
Ø
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